Patient-reported outcomes (PROs) are essential in the evaluation and treatment of orthopaedic patients. The aim of orthopaedic treatments is largely to improve physical function and quality of life, 6, 7, 10 and valid and precise measurement instruments are essential. Orthopaedic surgeons have become increasingly reliant on PROs when discussing surgical options and possible postoperative improvement with patients. With the increased usage of PROs, physicians have begun to decrease or even eliminate previously utilized PROs that have proven to be unreliable, invalid, or inefficient. To be an effective PRO, the tool of use must demonstrate reliability, validity, and efficiency and be specific to the patient population in question. 7, 10 Previously validated PRO instruments used in the upper extremity include the American Shoulder and Elbow Surgeons (ASES) assessment form, 12 Western Ontario Osteoarthritis of the Shoulder (WOOS) index, 13 and Marx Shoulder Activity Score. 4 Other PROs can be used for overall healthrelated quality of life-namely the EuroQol 5 Dimensions questionnaire (EQ-5D) 11 and the Short Form-36 Health Survey physical function scale (SF-36 PF). 3 Indeed, several of these PRO instruments provide summary scores that may include different health domains, such as pain, physical function, and mental health. As a result, selection of the most important instrument for patient assessment and interpretation of scores over time or among instruments may be challenging. Another concern is that respondent burden and the reality of busy clinic practices limit the feasibility of administering multiple PRO instruments that might otherwise be considered ideal for comprehensive patient assessment. With this in mind, the National Institutes of Health developed the Patient-Reported Outcomes Measurement Information System (PROMIS).
PROMIS was developed to advance PRO instruments by developing question banks for major health domains and by providing computerized adaptive testing (CAT) tools. 5 CAT utilizes item banks that have been developed through item response theory, which is used to examine responses to individual questions as well as the relationships among questions in a specific domain. 10, 14 It has the ability to reduce respondent burden while preserving test precision by selecting relevant questions from the item bank specific to the patient's level of health in a particular domain, such as physical function. The PROMIS upper extremity item bank (PROMIS UE) consists of 16 questions directed at upper extremity musculoskeletal conditions; the PROMIS physical function CAT (PROMIS PF CAT; version 1.2) is a broader physical function instrument composed of 121 possible questions that assess the upper and lower extremities. Previous work has been performed to validate PROMIS for patients with hand and upper extremity pathology; however, these studies have either excluded shoulder patients altogether or have lumped all upper extremity pathologies into a single cohort, potentially confounding the results and masking the validity of these findings in specific diseases. More recently, Anthony et al 1 evaluated the use of PROMIS in patients with shoulder instability. While they were able to validate the use of PROMIS in this population, the diagnoses of instability and osteoarthritis affect 2 vastly different patient populations. Thus, we find it necessary to validate the use of PRO-MIS for patients undergoing shoulder arthroplasty for endstage osteoarthritis of the glenohumeral joint. Furthermore, previous authors have concluded that further work is needed, as PROMIS instruments must be validated in specific patient populations and disease processes. 8, 9 In this study, we hypothesized that for our patients with end-stage glenohumeral arthritis, there would be good to excellent correlation between traditional orthopaedic upper extremity PROs and the PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT; furthermore, we hypothesized that the PROMIS PF CAT would not demonstrate ceiling effects in an older patient population.
METHODS
The present study was deemed Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act compliant and approved by our institutional review board. We enrolled 61 patients with a primary diagnosis of shoulder osteoarthritis. Three patients had bilateral symptoms. All patients were scheduled for shoulder arthroplasty for their shoulder condition. Of the 61 patients, 10 had 1 incomplete PROs and were thus excluded from our study. Potential participants were identified by daily review of appointment lists and enrolled at the time of their preoperative clinic visit. All participants provided written informed consent. Participants prospectively completed the ASES, Marx, SF-36 PF, WOOS, PROMIS PF CAT, and PROMIS UE on a computer kiosk during their preoperative office visit. Participant demographic data, including age, sex, body mass index (kg/m 2 ), and operative side, were obtained through chart reviews.
Descriptive analyses were completed (frequency distributions and estimation of summary measures). The normality of variables was assessed via the Shapiro-Wilk test and by evaluating histograms and Q-Q plots. Based on the results of these analyses, the relationships among PROs were described with Pearson or Spearman correlation coefficients. Correlation was defined as excellent (>0.7), excellent-good (0.61-0.7), good (0.31-0.6), or poor (0.2-0.3.) 9 Floor and ceiling effects were also evaluated by determining the proportion of participants who achieved the highest and lowest possible scores, respectively. Floor and ceiling effects were considered present if more than 15% of individuals scored the lowest or highest possible total score on a PRO.
2,3,6,7 A prospective sample size was estimated. To detect a correlation of 0.4 (moderate) between PROs with 80% power and an alpha of .05, a minimum sample size of 29 was required. Statistical software (SAS, v 9.4; SAS Institute Inc) was utilized for analyses, and a P value <.05 was considered statistically significant.
RESULTS
Of 53 patients included in the final analyses, 22 (41.5%) were female and 31 (58.5%) were male. The mean age was 60.8 ± 12.9 years, and the mean body mass index was 33.9 ± 6.8 kg/ m 2 ( Table 1 ). The PROMIS UE demonstrated good correlation with ASES (r ¼ 0.55, P < .0001), SF-36 PF (r ¼ 0.53, P < .0001), EQ-5D (r ¼ 0.48, P ¼ .002), and WOOS (r ¼ 0.34, P < .01) and poor correlation with Marx (r ¼ 0.06, P ¼ .62). The PROMIS PF CAT demonstrated excellent correlation with SF-36 PF (r ¼ 0.81, P < .0001); good-excellent correlation with ASES (r ¼ 0.62, P < .0001), EQ-5D (r ¼ 0.64, P < .001), and WOOS (r ¼ 0.51, P < .01); and poor correlation with Marx (r ¼ 0.29, P ¼ .02) ( Table 2 ). There were no ceiling or floor effects observed. The mean number of items administered by the PROMIS PF CAT was 4 (range, 4-6; median, 4). The number of items administered by the other PROs was as follows: SF-36 PF, 10; ASES, 11; Marx, 6.5; and WOOS, 28.
DISCUSSION
PROs play a key role in evaluation of patients and are critical in maintaining a flow of communication among patients, surgeons, and health care systems. The number of PROs available is vast and highly variable in question burden. We hypothesized that there would be good to excellent correlation between traditional PROs and the PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT and that the PROMIS PF CAT would not demonstrate ceiling effects in a population of patients undergoing shoulder arthroplasty for end-stage glenohumeral disease. We report good to excellent correlations between most of the previously validated PROs and the PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT. We also report that no ceiling or floor effects were present. The findings in this study, although encouraging and supportive to PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT, do not justify the altogether abandonment of the standard PROs in glenohumeral osteoarthritis at this time. These previously validated PROs have the ability to establish small nuances among patients that may not be assessed in the CAT-based models. In addition, 1 limitation is the bias toward inclusion of some, and exclusion of other, commonly used PROsnamely, the University of California at Los Angeles (UCLA) Shoulder Score, the Constant Score, and the Shoulder Activity Score. Per physician preference and familiarity, we included the previously mentioned PROs while excluding some common PROs out of concern for overburdening our patient cohort, while the UCLA Shoulder Score has not yet been validated. 16 However, with the increasing body of literature validating and supportive of PROMIS UE CAT, it does beg the question of whether standard paper-based PROs will be replaced with CAT. The correlation in this study adds to this body of literature and validates the use of PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT for patients with glenohumeral arthritis; however, we would like to see higher correlation prior to the abandonment of traditional PROs.
One of the potential drawbacks to CAT and to PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT in particular is the potential for ceiling or floor effects. Hung et al 10 found that PF CAT was unable to capture differences between upper and lower extremity patients. However, Tyser et al 15 found no ceiling or floor effects when using PF CAT among hand and upper extremity patients. For patients with glenohumeral arthritis, we assume that they would not be pushing the limits of physical function, because of the age and baseline function of the population, and would thus not see a ceiling effect. Importantly, there was no floor effect seen, indicating that the questions asked addressed appropriate functional status for this population.
Most traditional PRO forms suffer 2 critical flawsnamely, the length or duration to complete the form and the narrow scope of applicability. With PROMIS PF CAT, these 2 flaws are directly addressed. We were able to show a decreased test burden, with patients required to complete only 4 questions on average, while maintaining the correlation to ASES, WOOS, and SF-36. Also, by drawing on a question bank of individually validated questions, PROMIS UE and PROMIS PF CAT can be more widely applied to patient populations. This dramatically reduces the burden for test takers.
Validation, reliability, test response, and test fatigue are all reasons to select one PRO over another. These areas have all been established among the SF-36, Marx, ASES, and WOOS. 2, 6, 7, 10 CAT PROs have the added benefit of being highly efficient, which consequently has been shown to decrease patient burden by as much as 10 times among different PROs. 7 In general terms, computer-based PROs have been shown to have increased test-retest reliability when compared with traditional forms. Computer-based administration has shown better distributional properties, lower means, more variance, higher internal consistency reliabilities, and stronger intercorrelations. 7 The results of our study were primarily limited by the smaller sample size and the narrow scope of patient diagnosis as compared with previously reported validation studies for the PROMIS. 6, 7, 15 This study was conducted at a single institution, which could limit the overall generalizability of the results. The results could have been influenced by the nature of PRO evaluation in sequential questioning. This could have led to test fatigue and thus altered the results of each PRO. Also, there is no gold standard to base our testing instrument against. Finally, patients were questioned on a cross-sectional basis at a single point in time, which could have skewed the results of ceiling or floor effects. 
